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"if you can tick off ‘buy

household goods’ and ‘learn

about a foreign culture’ during

the same shopping hour so much

the better"

New mobile services prompt immediate engagement with the retail environment
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Scope

Retailers need to transcend the false dichotomy they erect between clicks and bricks. Building on our recent two-part piece on inline retail, Michael Solomon takes a closer look at the

mechanics of shopper interaction and technology’s potential in the purchase process.

----

True or false? “Digital technologies provide a superior alternative to stressful in-person shopping.”  Unfortunately for traditional bricks-and-mortar retailers, many of us would agree

with this statement. Whether we are of the ilk who love to shop ‘til we drop, or we would rather have a nail driven into our skull than spend more time than absolutely necessary in the

quest for material treasures, consumers increasingly choose to browse in their pajamas instead of traveling to a real-life store. As a result it’s a given for retailers large and small that

they have to seriously consider a clicks strategy as an alternative to a bricks strategy.

That’s a shame. Unless you’re a die-hard commercial misanthrope, shopping can be – and should be – a fun and stimulating experience. The act of congregating with others in a

marketplace is central to every culture; it’s a glue that helps to keep a society together. And for both shoppers and marketers it’s an invaluable opportunity to understand how we

choose and use material objects to express our social identities. Needless to say it’s also a way to sell more stuff, because the physical shopping experience exposes people to

products and services they didn’t know they wanted.

For many reasons including time poverty, jostling crowds, security concerns and staid store displays, many of us view shopping venues in a simplistic, black-or-white way: we either

suffer through it offline or we do it more efficiently online. That’s fine when we’re truly in a rush as a forgotten birthday crops up or we crave an exotic spice we can only find in Hong

Kong.  But in many situations this is a false dichotomy. Digital technologies can enhance the bricks-and-mortar shopping experience, not just provide an escape from it.

Sure,  we  can program an immersive e-commerce site that comes close  to making a storefront  redundant  – and

expendable.  That’s  a  laudable  goal,  but  still  we  can  harness  the  power  of  technology  to  enhance  the  physical

shopping experience. Consumers are sensation-seeking, instant gratification omnivores; we want to be engaged when

we shop. In an era of 3D movies and cell phones that provide almost constant stimulation, wading through aisle after

aisle of  blandly displayed merchandise won’t  satisfy us.  In a survey The Economist  conducted last  year,  75% of

executives say higher levels of customer engagement would result in higher profits, while half of respondents think

inadequate engagement is to blame for up to 25% of lost sales.

That’s a problem we can address. At a fundamental level, our motivations to shop haven’t changed in thousands of

years: we need to get things, we need to be entertained, and we need to socialize with others. What have changed are the tactical solutions retailers can call upon today to heighten

shoppers’ engagement with their stores – and pry them away from their desktops. Marketers have access to solutions that boost engagement. However we’re much more likely to find

these at DisneyWorld or a world-class museum than we are at a department store.  

Instead of regarding technology as an alternative to in-store shopping, how can we leverage these tools to reengineer the modern shopping experience?

Catering to a multitasking market

Bricks-and-mortar retailers simply can’t hide their heads in the sand; they have to acknowledge that today’s - and most definitely tomorrow’s - customer is a digital native. Consumers

are not going to suddenly cast aside their cherished smartphones, shut off their monitors and flock to the nearest low-tech depot to push a trolley up and down endless store aisles.

Wherever they go, be it a store, a bar, or a university, their media devices will follow. A recent statistic from a major US study by the Kaiser Family Foundation dispels any doubts

about this new reality: 8-18 year-olds devote an average of 7 hours and 38 minutes to using entertainment media across a typical day (more than 53 hours a week). Furthermore,

because they are ‘media multitasking’ they actually manage to pack a total of 10 hours and 45 minutes’ worth of media content into those 7½ hours.

This means that retailers who give shoppers the means to do more than one thing at a time – acquiring products, learning something, being entertained – garner a competitive
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The decision making process
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advantage. Consumers will reward businesses that help them to check items off their to-do lists, and if you can tick off ‘buy household goods’ and ‘learn about a foreign culture’

during the same shopping hour so much the better.  A recent report by Forrester Research observes that marketers will need a multichannel strategy that works for consumers whose

style of shopping is to hop among brick-and-mortar, Web retail, and mobile points of purchase. As the report’s author noted, "The retail innovators over the next five years will

demonstrate customer enablement across all touchpoints, not just via a PC-based Web browser.” (1)

Technology in the decision making process

Technology can help us to develop this essential multichannel strategy. Even so, it’s surprising how rare it is to see

even widely-available solutions on the ground at retail. To appreciate this potential, let’s go back to basics and consider

the fundamental steps in the consumer decision-making process (see image).

We can easily enumerate tech solutions that facilitate each of these basic steps. Let’s do so now.

Problem recognition

A consumer must become aware of a need before she can act on it.  Retailers can deploy technology that reminds us of

things we need (or that we simply must have now!).  Scanner guns can help shoppers to compile lists; for example the

ever-growing practice of building and sharing wedding registries holds enormous opportunities for all kinds of products

and services that can put themselves on gift lists where they didn’t appear before (some brazen brides even include

mortgages and honeymoon expenses). Geospatial technology that tracks a shopper’s location can work in tandem with

other databases to suggest purchases at the time when a customer is most disposed to make it – in the store aisle. The

Scanlife app now being piloted by Norma Kamali among others and the ShopKick app that will be launched this summer

by Macy’s will pave the way for a new class of impulse-based shopping.

Information search

Once the need is recognized a problem-solving process commences. The objective:  gather data on viable options to satisfy the need.  As traditional information sources such as

newspaper circulars fade away (and they will), new online versions will appear. These replacements will replicate the rich photographic imagery of papers and magazines, but allow

us to conduct far more wide-ranging searches. And these searches will be based on the visual attributes of a product rather than simply specs such as size and verbal description.

Already Microsoft is developing a scrapbooking function that lets the user ‘tear off’ an image she sees in an online catalogue and save this to a page with others she’s collected to

browse later at her leisure. 

Evaluation of alternatives

Once we’ve collected the data, we need to assess the relative attractiveness of options we’ve identified. We’re already witnessing an explosion of user-based reviews in the social

networking sphere that allows us to do that with the help of thousands of our “best friends.” Blippy.com’s members actually post their own personal financial transactions and share

their delight or outrage to all who care to login. We’re just discovering the tip of the iceberg of social shopping apps like the one at Zappos.com and Levi Strauss’ Facebook offer that

let us take our friends to the store even though physically they’re hundreds of miles away.

Purchase

Once we select an option we still need to acquire it – and of course here is where the rubber meets the road in terms of the shopping experience. Although point-of-purchase (POP)

messaging is pervasive in many categories (especially food), much of this content is static – and so 20th century. We can do much better. Consider for example the humble in-store

kiosk.  When retailers deploy them, they’re usually passive media sources that play a loop of promotional footage we can easily ignore. Yet these self-contained devices can provide

valuable information about creative ways to use products. They can dispense entertainment, educational content – and yes, coupons to stimulate impulse buys.

Next-generation kiosks have the potential to replace the army of surly and overworked store associates that stand in the way between us and the till. Indeed, we know from consumer

research studies as  well  as common observation that  people tend to  humanize their  relationships  with  machines (that’s  why our PCs come with  ‘wizards’).  Just  as in  other

interactions, for example, we are more likely to divulge personal information when the computer tells us something first – in a study where a computer confessed there are times when

it crashes for no reason, its human counterpart was more likely to reveal something about himself. Those who did open up also were more likely to evaluate the products the

computer subsequently recommended more favourably.

Retailers that work so hard to lure shoppers to their stores should give serious consideration to the level of interaction (or lack thereof) we typically receive if we take the bait.
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